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Abstract

Multimodality is a main requirement for future Urban Traffic Control (UTC). For cities and

traffic engineers to implement multimodal UTC, a holistic, multimodal assessment of UTC

measures is needed. This paper proposes a Multimodal Performance Index (MPI), which con-

siders the delays and number of stops of different transport modes that are weighted to each

other. To determine suitable mode-specific weights, a case study for the German city Ingol-

stadt is conducted using the microscopic simulation tool SUMO. In the case study, different

UTC measures (bus priority, coordination for cyclists, coordination for private vehicle traffic)

are implemented to a varying extent and evaluated according to different weight settings.

The MPI calculation is done both network-wide and intersection-specific. The results indicate

that a weighting according to the occupancy level of modes, as mainly proposed in the liter-

ature so far, is not sufficient. This applies particularly to cycling, which should be weighted

according to its positive environmental impact instead of its occupancy. Besides, the mode-

specific weights have to correspond to the traffic-related impact of the mode-specific UTC

measures. For Ingolstadt, the results are promising for a weighting according to the current

modal split and a weighting with incentives for sustainable modes.

Keywords: microscopic simulation, multimodal traffic management, public transport prior-

ity, urban traffic control, traffic control strategies with active modes

1 Introduction

Urban Traffic Control (UTC) has evolved over the past 100 years, from first concepts of

fixed-time traffic control to traffic-actuated control and adaptive network control systems

that optimize traffic signal control for a network of coordinated stretches [Ham13; Pap03].
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In Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, UTC is often conducted as traffic-actuated control on

the intersection level with some coordinated road stretches. Also, adaptive network control

systems such as MOTION and BALANCE have been tested [Bus01; Fri95; Mar14].

Due to a steady increase in private vehicle ownership in the past decades, cities aligned

their UTC to private vehicle transport. Today, in the context of climate change and air pol-

lution in cities, it is essential to promote environmentally friendly modes. In a survey from

2021, cities confirmed that multimodality is the main requirement for future UTC [Ili22a;

Ili22b]. For a multimodal UTC it is essential to apply a multimodal performance evaluation.

How the performance of multimodal transportation systems can be evaluated is investigated

by the authors of [Kum13; Mis12; Zun18; Mat05; Jia20]. Based on the performance indi-

cator used in the network control TRANSYT [Rob69; Rob86; Won95; Won02], Brilon and

Wietholt [Bri13] proposed a multimodal performance index which weights different trans-

port modes according to the occupancy level.

This paper revisits the concept of the Multimodal Performance Index (MPI) with the inten-

tion to promote sustainable transport modes. To determine suitable mode-specific weights,

we conduct a case study for the German city of Ingolstadt in the microscopic simulation tool

SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [Lop18]. We apply different combinations of UTC

measures (bus priority, coordination for cyclists, and coordination for private vehicles) and

evaluate them with regard to different weight distributions.

2 Scope and Methodology

We propose a novel methodology for the MPI calculation, which focuses on variable criteria

relevant for politicians and traffic engineers to implement a future-oriented UTC. Therefore,

we adapt the formula previously used in literature and research to better suit mode-specific

weight settings. In previous literature, the occupancy level of transport modes determines

their weights. This has been reasonable for private vehicles and public transport, but not

for cycling, which was weighted low. Indeed, it should actively be promoted in terms of

environmental impact and climate protection.

The MPI proposed in this paper is calculated according to

PI =
∑

m

∑

e

∑

i

Wm · We · Vm,e,i, (1)

where m denotes each mode of transport, e each evaluation parameter, i each considered

link, Wm the weight per mode, We the weight per evaluation parameter and Vm,e,i the

recorded value per mode, evaluation parameter and link. Contrary to previous approaches

[Bri13], we do not include the traffic volumes and link-specific weights. The choice and

weighting of evaluation parameters is not in the scope of this paper. Therefore, we consider

delay and number of stops and weight them in a ration of 60:1, analogously to [Bri13].

The scope of this paper is to determine suitable weights for public transport, cycling, and

motorized traffic. The mode-specific weights sum up to 1. Pedestrians are not considered
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in this paper but left for future research. Besides, the spatial scope of the MPI calculation is

examined in this paper by considering all links of an intersection (intMPI) as well as all links

of the network (netMPI).

3 Case Study

3.1 Simulation Network

To assess the potential of the MPI as evaluation parameter for UTC and to determine suit-

able mode-specific weights, a case study in the microscopic simulation tool SUMO is con-

ducted. Ingolstadt is a medium-large city in Bavaria with approx. 140,000 inhabitants

(2021) [Ing22] that is rather private-vehicle oriented. According to a household survey in

2016, 59.0 % of the trips in Ingolstadt are performed by private vehicles, 21.0 % by bicycles,

12.6 % by walking and 7.4 % by public transport [Ing17]. Ingolstadt applies traffic-actuated

control and bus priority at nearly all of its 160 signalized intersections. Additionally, 40 % to

50 % of signalized intersections are coordinated for motorized traffic.

Figure 1: The SUMO network of Ingolstadt with the cut out part for the case study.

For our case study, a network section has been cut off the SUMO network, publicly avail-

able at https://github.com/TUM-VT/sumo_ingolstadt, see Figure 1. In this simulation,

motorized traffic is well-calibrated based on statistical data and traffic counts from inductive

loop sensors, whereas the bicycle demand is only roughly estimated. The traffic-actuated

control is emulated by a fixed-time traffic control, that changes every hour based on the

average green times observed in reality [Har22; Lan21]. Relevant data were retrieved from

a representative weekday in September 2020. For the integration of public transport, we

added 39 bus stops and 25 bus lines as it is in reality [INV22]. Major facts about the SUMO

Simulation are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Major facts and settings for the case study in SUMO.

Network size 2.2 km x 1.6 km

Simulation period Weekday at AM peak-hour (7:00 – 8:00)

Traffic demand (approximately) public transport buses: 70 veh/h

bicycles: 800 veh/h

motorized vehicles: 750 veh/h

3.2 UTC Measures

The UTC measures implemented for this simulation are partially emulated from reality and

partially contrived for the MPI case study to address all transport modes and to better scale

the extent of UTC measures. Figure 2 shows all UTC measures implemented in this case

study.

Figure 2: The cut-network for the MPI simulation study: Bus priority is implemented at
every intersection; Coordination for cyclists is heading to park area and inner
city; Coordination for motorized traffic is heading from residential areas and the
motorway (east) to industrial areas; Coordination can be run in two different
directions.

Bus priority is implemented for every signalized intersection, see Figure 2. Allowing buses

to sign-in and sign-out, two detectors (according to [DLR22a]) per lane and direction are

inserted in the SUMO simulation. To enable bus priority in the simulation, the interface
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TraCI (Traffic Control Interface) [DLR22b] is used to continuously check for a bus detection

and to adapt traffic signal control.

Four coordinations, two for vehicle traffic and two for cyclists, are implemented for the

case study, see Figure 2. As recommended by the German guideline RiLSA, we chose progres-

sion speeds of 20 km/h and 50 km/h for cyclists and motorized traffic, respectively [FGS15].

Due to unequal distances in the network of Ingolstadt, it is not possible to run coordination in

both directions at the same time. Therefore, two sets of directions have been implemented,

see Direction 1 and Direction 2 in Figure 2. To implement the coordinations in SUMO, we

unified the cycle times to 80 s and calculated the offsets for the signal programs. We imple-

mented the coordinations for vehicle traffic and cyclists a compatible way with each other

using the same offsets at intersections, where two coordinated stretches cross (intersections

3, 12, 15).

3.3 Simulation Scenarios and Weight Settings

We simulated ten different scenarios, i.e. combinations of mode-specific UTC measures, and

evaluated them according to five different weight settings, see Table 2. Scenario 1 is the base

scenario with no mode-specific UTC measure applied. In Scenarios 2 – 4, the mode-specific

UTC measures are applied separately to full extend. As the coordination for cyclists and

motorized traffic was designed as compatible, they are run in combination in Scenario 5 and

6 for Direction 1 and 2, respectively. At Scenario 7 and 8, bus priority is active at neither

intersection so that it can be combined with coordination without disturbing it. At the two

remaining scenarios, all UTC measures are run to full extend at the same time for Direction

1 and 2.

At weight setting A, modes are weighted according to the modal split from Ingolstadt

without walking. At weight setting B, modes are weighted according to their average oc-

cupancy rate, similar to [Bri13]. As a plausible value for the average bus occupancy, we

assume 5.75 during AM peak-hour on workdays. Assuming an occupancy for cyclists of 1

and an occupancy of 1.5 for motorized traffic [Fol19], the weight setting is set to (0.7 | 0.12

| 0.18). At weight setting C, modes are equally weighted, making it a good evaluation set-

ting for comparative analyses. For weight setting D and E, the aspects of sustainability and

occupancy are combined, one with a high weight for public transport and one with equal

weights for public transport and cycling.

4 Results and Discussion

Table 2 displays the absolute values for the netMPI for all simulation scenarios and weight

settings. The lower the netMPI, the better. As the netMPI is more meaningful in com-

parison, Figure 3 shows the percentage difference of the netMPI compared to Scenario 1

(no UTC measure), shortened by diffnetMPI. The higher the diffnetMPI, the better. Inde-

pendently of the weight setting, applying all UTC measures (Scenario 9) leads to the best
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Table 2: Results for netMPI, absolute values for different simulation scenarios and weight
settings.

Scenarios Weights

A B C D E

public transport 0.085 0.7 0.333 0.5 0.4

cycling 0.24 0.12 0.333 0.3 0.4

private vehicle traffic 0.675 0.18 0.333 0.2 0.2

1. No UTC measures 7356 4905 5773 5118 5183

2. Only bus priority 7106 4514 5580 4886 5039

3. Only cyclist coordination Direction 1 7174 5071 5745 5185 5201

4. Only motorized traffic coordination Direc-
tion 1

7008 5036 5525 5000 4933

5. Full coordination Direction 1 6894 4739 5522 4946 5014

6. Full coordination Direction 2 6855 4749 5522 4960 5032

7. Compatible combination bus priority and
motorized traffic coordination

7209 5029 5553 4972 4889

8. Compatible combination bus priority and
cyclist coordination

6976 4867 5413 4851 4793

9. Full combination Direction 1 6685 4483 5154 4566 4563

10. Full combination Direction 2 6931 4891 5408 4865 4802

results and improves the netMPI by up to 10.8 % compared to no UTC measures (Scenario

1). When mode-specific measures are implemented isolated, the highest associated mode-

specific weights also achieve the best result, e.g. bus priority (Scenario 2) has its highest

diffnetMPI value (8.0 %) at the highest weight for public transport (weight setting B). At

equal weight distribution (weight setting C), the netMPI improves for all scenarios, i.e. all

possible UTC measure combinations. However, coordination for cycling (Scenario 3) per-

forms significantly worse than other measures. This suggests that the mode cycling must

be weighted highly to ensure that cyclist coordination is implemented in reality. Weighting

according to the occupancy level (weight setting 2) is also not sufficient as it is the worst

performing weight setting with even negative diffnetMPI values for Scenario 3 and 4 (-3.4 %

and -2.7 %). These results suggest that cycling has to be weighted higher and public trans-

port lower. A weighting according to the current modal split (weight setting 1) provides good

and meaningful results, but is not conducive to promote sustainable modes. The weight set-

tings D and E, considering occupancy and sustainability of the modes, perform well for all

scenarios except the cyclist coordination (Scenario 3).

To gain a more local insight on the effect of UTC measures, Figure 4 displays the intMPI

in absolute values before and after implementing bus priority (a) and full coordination (b).
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(a) Weight settings A-C. (b) Weight settings C-E.

Figure 3: Results for netMPI, percentage difference to simulation scenario 1 (no UTC mea-
sures) for different weight settings.

The intersection numbers correspond to those from Figure 2. 5 of 21 intersections have a

worse intMPI after bus priority, meaning that the negative influence on cyclists and private

vehicles is much higher than the positive effect on buses. At full coordination, 8 of 21

intersections have a worse intMPI than before implementation. After precluding errors in the

implementation of the UTC measures, there are two options to deal with local deterioration

of the intMPI: changing the weight setting locally or excluding the intersection from the UTC

measure.

(a) Effect of bus priority
(Scenario 2 compared to Scenario 1).

(b) Effects of full coordination
(Scenario 5 compared to Scenario 1).

Figure 4: Selected results for intMPI, absolute values for weight setting 5.

5 Conclusion

A sustainable and future-oriented Urban Traffic Control (UTC) requires a multimodal and

holistic assessment of its performance. This paper presents an approach of an Multimodal

Performance Index (MPI) calculation including the transport modes public transport, cycling,

and private motorized vehicles. In a case study, we investigated different scenarios and
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weight settings. Our conclusion is that mode weights according to the occupancy level are

not sufficient. Instead, modes should be weighted according to the effectiveness of the UTC

measures addressing them and their environmental footprint to promote them accordingly,

specifically cyclists. This paper also shows that it is beneficial to conduct a network-wide

and an intersection-specific MPI calculation: the netMPI to determine weight settings and

the intMPI to verify weight settings and the functionality of UTC measures. Our next steps

include the applicability to other networks than in our case study. We expect that charac-

teristics such as network and intersection layout and demand levels will also play a role at

weight setting. Besides, further research can address the suitability of evaluation parameters

for the different modes. For public transport and cycling, other evaluation parameters than

delay and number of stops might be efficient.
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